
ULTRALITE COT™  |   MESH COT
LUXURYLite  COTS  

Congratulations on your purChase of a therm-a-rest® luXurylite® Cot. 

Therm-a-Rest® LuxuryLite® Cots featuring BowFrame™ Technology provide off-the-ground sleeping comfort and support, allowing you to camp most 
anywhere. Below are instructions to help you keep your cot in good working order for years. For additional languages (German, Spanish, Italian and 
Dutch), please visit thermarest.com/cots/ultralite or thermarest.com/cots/mesh.

Cot setup instructions are sewn into your cot’s stuff sack and are also available online, along with video setup instructions, at thermarest.com/cots/ultralite 
or thermarest.com/cots/mesh.

user tips

When to use extra support
If you feel contact with a pole bow when lying in a cot set up with single poles, it is recommended that you use a double bow construction instead for extra 
support.

Customize your cot to your needs
You will notice there are more pole holes than there are poles in your LuxuryLite® Cot. This design allows you to place a single bow, a double bow or no 
bow in select holes as needed to customize your cot. For the lightest possible configuration for your needs, start with the four required single poles, then 
add poles where you feel you need the added support. LuxuryLite Cots provide the most adjustability of any cot.

Store cot for quick assembly
Cots can be stored partially assembled, saving you time during multi-day trips. For ease of reassembly, leave poles in foot when storing (may require larger 
stuff sack). Therm-a-Rest offers a full line of accessory stuff sacks.

Make your cot warmer
We offer the Therm-a-Rest® LuxuryLite® Cot Warmer featuring ThermaCaptureTM Radiant Heat Technology that you can attach to your cot to capture your 
body’s heat and increase cot warmth by 10-15 degrees Fahrenheit (5-8 degrees Celsius). For very cold weather, add a Therm-a-Rest® mattress with the 
appropriate R-value rating to warm up your cot.

Care & use tips for longer Cot life

Avoid lateral pressure to cot feet
Do not apply lateral pressure to cot feet. The cot will sustain a great amount of direct pressure (increasing tension with applied weight), but you should 
avoid any rocking motion from front to back, which can cause feet to splay and hooks to break off, or poles to bend.

How to get into and out of cot

Sit down to get into cot. Do not jump or slide into cot, which can cause feet to splay. Once you are in the cot, you can roll freely from side to side. When 
getting out of your cot, avoid pushing off on the side poles between the feet, which can generate lateral force and splay feet sideways.

To clean
Spot clean fabric as necessary with a mild detergent. Do not machine wash. Hang to dry.

Check for wear spots on tent floor
LuxuryLite® Cots have twice as many, and more gently rounded feet compared to most cots on the market, which helps distribute your body weight and 
minimize cot feet wear and tent floor abrasion. Placing fabric or padding under the cot feet can also help further protect your tent from potential abrasion 
(especially on hard, rocky ground). Wear on tent floors will vary depending on the fabric weight. If your tent develops any wear spots due to gossamer 
fabrics and coatings, reinforce wear spots with pressure sensitive repair patches available in Therm-a-Rest® Repair Kits or similar products.

Customer serviCe, limited lifetime Warranty and repair serviCe information

We at Therm-a-Rest take pride in offering the highest-quality outdoor gear available, and all LuxuryLite® Cots are warrantied for the life of the product 
against defects in materials and workmanship. If you experience any problems with your cot, we want to help you get it repaired or replaced as quickly as 
possible. For information about our worldwide warranty and repair service, or to find a service center near you, please visit: thermarest.com/ServiceCenter.


